Assay and properties of the GIT1/p95-APP1 ARFGAP.
GIT1/p95-APP1 is an adaptor protein with an aminoterminal ARFGAP domain involved in the regulation of ARF6 function. GIT1/p95-APP1 forms stable complexes with a number of proteins including downstream effectors and exchanging factors for members of the Rho family of small GTPases. This protein can also interact with other adaptor proteins implicated in the regulation of cell adhesion and synapse formation. The stability of the endogenous and reconstituted complexes after cell lysis allows the biochemical identification and characterization of the GIT1 complexes that can be isolated from different cell types. This article presents methods for the identification of the endogenous and reconstituted GIT1 complexes that can be utilized for the biochemical and functional characterization of the complexes from different tissue and cell types.